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Abstract. Choice modelling is valuable for understanding and predicting customer
behaviour. This study introduces the Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) into
choice modelling and applies this new technique to model consumer choice in the longdistance communication market. When we compare the GMDH with the Arti cial Neural
Network (ANN) and logit models, the results show that the new model provides better
predictions of customer choice than the ANN and logit models. In addition, the new model
can identify the important explanatory variables that a ect customer choice, and reveal
how the variables a ect this choice, which cannot be directly accomplished using the ANN
model. This advantage will help rms to better analyse the behaviour of their customers
and, thereby, develop suitable marketing strategies.
c 2014 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

tion [4] and predictions of the e ects of a marketing
mix [5].
Traditionally, marketers use statistical techniques, such as the logit model, to analyse customer
choice [6]. While logit models are easy to understand
and build, they usually represent a linear form of the
utility function. This may pose a problem, as some
customer choices are complex and follow a nonlinear
relationship [7]. Therefore, researchers have employed
nonlinear models, such as the Arti cial Neural Network
(ANN), in choice modelling. Previous studies have
shown that the ANN can produce better predictive
accuracy for a variety of choice modelling problems.
For example, West et al. [8] found that the ANN
provides better predictions of brand choice decisions
than both discriminant analysis and the logit model.
Other applications of the ANN in choice modelling have
been found in Hu et al. [9] and Fish et al. [10], both of
which demonstrate the superior predictive performance
of the ANN over logit and other statistical methods.
Although the ANN enjoys increasing popularity,
it su ers from some limitations. In practice, rms not
only want to know which product a customer will buy,
but also why the customer buys a particular product.

Choice modelling;
Group Method
of Data Handling
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Arti cial Neural
Network (ANN);
Long-distance
communication mode.

Customer choice modelling is an important topic in
market research because it involves predicting customer
choice decisions over a set of products (or brands or
services) and investigates the factors that in uence
the choice behaviour [1,2]. In general, good choice
models are valuable assets for marketing managers
because these models measure how features of the
customer (e.g., demographics, consumption motives),
characteristics of the product (e.g., quality or colour)
and the marketing mix (e.g., price, promotion or
advertisement) in uence customer choice behaviour
and how they can result in more e ective managerial decisions. Therefore, the study of choice modelling has gained considerable attention, and marketers have used the model to solve many problems,
such as brand introduction [3], market segmenta*. Corresponding author. Tel: +86 28 85403495;
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Therefore, in addition to predictive accuracy, rms are
also concerned with two key issues of choice modelling:
What factors a ect customer choice and how do these
factors a ect customer choice. From the perspective
of modelling, the two issues are closely related to explanatory variable selection and model interpretability,
respectively. In choice modelling, rms attempt to
collect many potential explanatory variables. Selecting
a proper set of relevant explanatory variables would
help to relate important factors to customer choice.
However, the ANN cannot select the input variables
directly. One solution to variable selection for the
ANN is heuristic, whereby an individual variable is
added or removed each time to determine if there
is improved performance [11]. Another solution is
to use statistical devices, such as a logit model, for
variable selection before feeding the selected variables
into the ANN [12]. The former method, however,
is computationally expensive and the latter causes
potential bias. On the other hand, researchers typically
treat the ANN as a black-box. Marketers can only get
predictions of customer choice and cannot understand
the relationship among variables. Hence, rms need
some methods for choice modelling that can preserve
the capability of nonlinear modelling and provide
better interpretation in practice.
This study presents a new method for choice
modelling based on a Group Method of Data Handling
(GMDH); an inductive modelling method proposed by
Ivakhnenko [13]. The GMDH has the same capability
of nonlinear modelling as the ANN. Meanwhile, one
of the main advantages of the GMDH model over
the ANN is that the method can automatically select
signi cant explanatory variables from a large number
of candidate independent variables [14]. In addition,
the new method provides better model interpretability.
Furthermore, the GMDH method yields an explicit
representation of the choice model [15] and presents
a better explanation than the ANN for marketers to
understand customer choice behaviour. Although the
GMDH has been applied to many real-world data
mining applications in recent years, to the best of our
knowledge, no research has been reported that applies
the GMDH to choice modelling. To verify the e ectiveness of the GMDH model in choice modelling, this
paper conducts an empirical study on consumer choice
in the long-distance communication market. Building
a good choice model is valuable for telecommunication
companies, as a good model can provide precise choice
predictions and evaluate the factors that in uence
customer choice among various communication modes.
A successful choice model can help rms focus on the
target customer segments and enhance competence.
The empirical results show that the GMDH obtains
improved predictions over the ANN and logit model.
More importantly, the GMDH model helps rms to

identify critical driving factors in the long-distance
communication mode choice, and to reveal how these
driving factors in uence the choice; a process that
cannot be accomplished directly by ANN.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 brie y introduces the GMDH. Section 3
describes in detail how to use the GMDH to build a
choice model. Sections 4 and 5 illustrate the problem
of customer choice in the long distance communication
market and present the results of the empirical study,
respectively. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The GMDH method
The GMDH is an inductive modelling method that
constructs a hierarchical (multi-layered) network structure to identify complex input-output functional relationships from data. The method was rst developed by Ivakhnenko as a multivariate analysis method
for complex system modelling and identi cation in
the 1960s [13]. During the 1980s, its theoretical
background was formulated [16]. Later, considerable improvements were introduced in versions of the
polynomial network training algorithms (PNETTR)
by Barron [17], and the Algorithm for Synthesis of
Polynomial Networks (ASPN) by Elder and Brown [18].
In the 1990s, Lemke and Mueller [19] further developed
the GMDH algorithm into the self-organising data
mining algorithm. Since the beginning of the 2000s,
many researchers have used computational intelligence
technology, such as genetic algorithms [20], to optimise
the network structure of the GMDH model. Now, the
GMDH has many successful applications in di erent
domains, such as economics [21], engineering [22] and
chemistry [23], etc.
The process of the GMDH is analogous to the
natural evolution of wheat. To obtain wheat with a
certain property, a large number of wheat varieties
that may possess this property are sown. From the
harvest of the rst generation, the wheat varieties that
better satisfy the requirements, compared to the other
varieties, are chosen, and the seeds of the selected
wheat are sown again. From the second harvest, certain
seeds are once again selected and sown. After several
generations, some wheat will be generated in which the
desired property is more dominant than in others.
Similarly, the process of the GMDH is a selforganising process based on synthesizing models of
increasing complexity, and selection of the best solution
by external criterion. The GMDH rst produces some
simple elementary models by reference functions and
uses them as initial input models at the start of the
modelling process. After generating a large number of
competitive models from the initial input models (inheritance), the algorithm selects certain more optimal
intermediate models (selection), such that a large num-
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ber of new competitive models are generated by these
intermediate models. Such procedures of inheritance
and selection are repeated until an optimal complex
model is created. According to the theory of optimal
complexity, as the complexity of the model increases,
the value of external criterion usually decreases, rst,
and then reaches a minimum; later, it starts to increase
again. The GMDH algorithm will stop when the
external criterion reaches its minimum and when an
optimal complex model is obtained [16].
One characteristic of the GMDH is that the
method will yield explicit forms of the models. The
GMDH usually utilises Kolmogorov-Gabor (K-G) polynomials as the reference functions to produce initial
models. Through a procedure of selection and combination, the GMDH will generate many intermediate
models, as well as the nal optimal complex model,
in the form of multivariate polynomials, which yields
an explicit and precise mathematical input-output
relationship.
Another advantage of the GMDH is that the
method can automatically select the input variables.
The modelling process of the GMDH is iterative.
Starting from simple elementary models produced by
reference functions, the intermediate models, with
di erent variables, are generated. The models yielding
better external criteria are selected, as they contain
inputs that have a better ability to explain or predict
the output. The input variables from the selected
models are used to construct more complex models of
subsequent layers. As the modelling process proceeds,
the number of variables in the model candidates increases. The procedure will stop when the external
criterion reaches its minimum and the optimal complex
model with the most e ective set of input variables is
created. In this way, the algorithm can automatically
determine the key input variables and exclude the
irrelevant input variables [14].
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f , that predicts the choice of each observation, yi ,
correctly, with feature vector, xi .
According to the basic idea of the GMDH, this
study proposes a new approach to building the choice
model. The main steps are as follows:
1. Divide dataset for model training, D, into two
disjoint subsets of the same size: D = B [ C .
2. Combine input variables in pairs (xj ; xk ), 1  j ,
k  d, and generate model candidates from each
combination using the following quadratic polynomial:
y =c0 + c1 xj + c2 xk + c3 xj xk

+ c4 x2j + c5 x2k ;

(1)

where c0 ; c1 ;    c5 are parameters to be estimated
by the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method. For
example, if people use x1 ; x2 ;    x5 as the input
variables to estimate the output variable, y, then
10 model candidates are produced in Figure 1 and
input variables, x1 and x2 , will be combined to
produce the model candidate, z11 , as follows:
z11 =c0 + c1 x1 + c2 x2 + c3 x1 x2
+ c4 x21 + c5 x22 :

(2)

3. Evaluate the external criterion of each model using
the Systematic Regularity criterion, (SR) [15], as
follows:
SR =

X

i2C

yi

2

y^iC +

X

i2 B

yi

2

y^iB ;

(3)

where yi is the actual output, and y^iC and y^iB are
the estimated outputs of the models constructed
on datasets B and C , respectively. Record the
minimum of the external criterion, Rl , from the
current layer.

3. Choice modelling based on GMDH
In customer choice modelling, one attempts to create
a model that predicts which product (or brand or
service) a customer will buy, and which explains why
the customer buys it, on the basis of a number of
features of the customer, the product, and the situation
in which the purchase occurs. This study assumes that
customers, when faced with a choice situation, examine
a set of p mutually exclusive alternatives and then
choose one of the alternatives. Suppose the rm has a
data set, D, with n observations, D = fxi ; yi gni=1 . The
dependent variable, yi 2 f1; : : : ; pg, indicates customer
choice. A d-dimensional feature vector, xi 2 Rd ,
describes the customer, the product and the situation.
The objective of choice modelling is to nd the key
explanatory variable, si  xi , and learn a model,

Figure 1. Generation and selection of candidate models
in the rst layer.
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Figure 2. Generation of optimal complex model.
4. Select Fl best models with lower criterion values
and let their outputs, zlt , be employed as new
input variables for the second layer of the GMDH
network. For instance, model candidates that have
lower external criterion values, zlt (t = 2; 3; 6; 7; 9),
are selected and used as input variables for the
second layer in Figure 1.
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 to produce model candidates of the second layer, the third layer, etc.,
until the lowest value of the external criterion at
the current layer, Rl , is greater than that in the
previous layer. The model with the minimum
external criterion at the l 1 layer is then selected
as the nal choice. Figure 2 provides an example,
where the optimal complex model is obtained at the
third layer.

4. Customer choice in the long-distance
communication market
In this section, we provide a brief description of the
data used in the empirical study, and we then describe
the empirical speci cation.

4.1. Dataset description

This study uses the data from the Sichuan (SC) mobile
company of China to build choice models. The SC mobile company collected the data via a survey conducted
in two cities of the Sichuan province. Customers who
use mobile phones for long-distance communication
usually have two alternatives: Direct Dialling (DD) or
an IP card. The company was particularly interested
in customers who use an IP card, because IP card
service is more pro table and the company wants to
promote its usage. Therefore, the purpose of this
survey was to study the mode choice behaviour of
customers so that rms can appropriately segment the
market and develop e ective market strategies for the
target segments. The survey was done by conducting
face-to-face interviews in respondents' homes. During
the interviews, the interviewees were asked to select
one of the alternatives, according to their actual usage.

Interviewees who said they did not use a mobile
phone for long-distance communication were excluded
from the survey at the beginning. To determine
the factors that drive consumer choice, the sociodemographic backgrounds, perceptions and/or attitudes towards long-distance communication services,
along with behavioural information, were obtained
from each interviewee. The target population consisted
of consumers who use mobile phones for long-distance
communication. The sample was a strati ed random
sample, and respondents were selected from two cities
in the Sichuan province. Accordingly, the customers
can be divided into strata based on the city from which
they came. This yielded 560 respondents, 418 (75%) of
whom use DD and 142 (25%) who use an IP card. After
excluding variables with too many missing values, the
study retained 30 explanatory variables as in Table 1.

4.2. Empirical speci cation

To verify the e ectiveness of the GMDH model in
choice modelling, we compared it with two benchmark
methods: logit and the ANN model. The logit model
has been used extensively in marketing to solve binary
or multiple choice problems [6]. Because customers
have only two alternatives in our study, the binomial
logit model was used. The logit model estimates a
posterior probability of customer choice, as follows:
P (yi jxi ) =

1
1 + exp[ ( 0 +

T xi )] ;

(4)

where 0 and are parameters to be estimated, which
can be done using maximum likelihood estimation.
The ANN model considered in this paper is the
multi-layer feed-forward neural network [24], which is
the most popular neural network in choice modelling.
This type of neural network usually has three layers of
units: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The
input layer consists of one node for each independent
variable. The output layer consists of one node for
the dependent variable, and connecting these layers is
one intermediate layer of nodes that transforms the
input into an output. The value from each input node
is multiplied by a weight, and the resulting weighted
values are added together to produce an input for a
node in the hidden layer. The output units respond
to the weighted output from the hidden units. The
training of the neural network involves determining
the weights for the network, and the standard backpropagation algorithm was used in our paper.
Similar to Hu et al. [11], we allow the number
of hidden nodes to vary from one to the number of
input variables and then select the best, according to
the predictive performance. Due to the large number
of explanatory variables, a stepwise procedure was used
in the logit model and the selected input variables were
fed into the ANN model. Because the GMDH model
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Predictor
type
Socio-demographic
predictor

Variable
name
Var 1
Var 2
Var 3
Var 4
Var 5
Var 6
Var 7
Var 8
Var 9
Var 10
Var 11
Var 12
Var 13

Perception
predictor

Var 14
Var 15
Var 16
Var 17
Var 18
Var 19
Var 20
Var 21

Behavioural
predictor

Var 22
Var 23
Var 24
Var 25
Var 26
Var 27
Var 28
Var 29
Var 30

Table 1. Overview of the explanatory variables.
Description

 Educational level
 The number of family members
 Estimated income
 Gender
 Age
 Know the charge component of domestic

long-distance communication using IP card
 Know the charge component of domestic
long-distance communication using direct dial
 Concern about the radiation of mobile phone
 Use of mobile phone more often for long-distance
call when the one-way charge system is available
 Sensitivity to the cost of roaming service
 Sensitivity to speech quality of the long-distance
call using mobile phone
 Sensitivity to speech quality of the long-distance
call using xed telephone
 Sensitivity to the exibility and convenience of
long-distance call using mobile phone
 Sensitivity to the exibility and convenience of
long-distance call using xed telephone
 Sensitivity to the price of long-distance call
using mobile phone
 Sensitivity to the price of long-distance call
using xed telephone
 Consider the duration of long-distance call when
using mobile phone
 Consider the duration of long-distance call when
using xed telephone
 Sensitivity to the convenience of number checking
service using mobile phone
 Sensitivity to the convenience of number checking
service using xed telephone
 Main location of long-distance call when using
mobile telephone
 Purpose of call
 Use of personal handy-phone system
 Reduce call duration in view of the charge
 How to pay the bill
 Will employer pay the bill
 Use of Short Message Service (SMS) rather than
phone call for long-distance communication
 Use of mobile phone when the xed telephone
is available
 Use of mobile phone to make or answer phone call
when in another city
 Make phone calls more often than answer phone calls

Variable
type
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Range

Ordinal
Numeric
Numeric
Binary
Numeric

f1; 2; 3g
f0; 1;    g

Binary

f0; 1g

Binary

f0; 1g
f0; 1g
f0; 1g

Binary
Binary

>0

f0; 1g
>0

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g
f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Binary

f0; 1g

Binary

f0; 1g

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Ordinal

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g

Binary

Binary

f0; 1g
f1; 2; 3g
f0; 1g
f0; 1g
f1; 2g
f0; 1g
f0; 1g

Binary

f0; 1g

Binary

f0; 1g
f1; 2; 3g

Ordinal

Categorical
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary

Ordinal
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Table 2. Holdout sample mode choice estimation results.
Hit rate
Method
MSE
Overall (%) Type I (%) Type II (%)
Logit
ANN
GMDH

73.81
76.19
77.97

65.91
69.18
72.72

76.61
78.45
79.84

0.1992
0.1783
0.1639

AUC
0.7534
0.7798
0.8003

 : Statistically signi cantly worse than the GMDH model at the 5% level of signi cance.

has the capability of variable selection, all 30 predictors
were used as input variables.
To test the predictive performance of di erent
models, this study followed a traditional approach [25].
The data set was randomly divided into an estimation
sample with 75% of the observations, and a test sample
with 25% of the observations. The data division was
conducted in a strati ed manner to ensure that the
proportions of IP card users were the same in both
estimation and test samples. To avoid bias, the study
repeated the data splitting ten times. As we are
primarily interested in the out-of-sample performance,
we used the test sample to estimate the prediction
performance of the models. Hit rate, Mean Square
Error (MSE), and the Area Under the receiving operating Curve (AUC) are used as the performance
measures [26]. Hit rate, which is a common criterion
used in choice modelling, is de ned as the percentage of
times the actual choices are correctly predicted by the
model. We considered three types of hit rate criteria:
overall, Types I and II. Overall hit rate is the ratio of
correctly predicted choices to the total choices. Types
I and II hit rates, which provide us with more insights
into the model performance in each alternative, are the
percentage of correctly predicted choices for IP card
and DD, respectively. AUC is one of the best methods
for comparing classi ers in two-class problems. The
MSE is calculated as follows:
MSE =

n
X
i=1

(yi

y^i )2 =n;

(5)

where yi is the actual customer choice and y^i is the
prediction of customer choice. The average hit rate and
MSE over all 10 random test samples were calculated.
Because the choice between the two alternatives is
unbalanced, that is, the number of DD users is almost
three times that of IP card users, which is, in part,
based on the fact that the IP card service was a
newly introduced service, the number of users was
relatively small. A balanced sampling technique was
used in the dataset for model training. We randomly
oversampled the number of IP card users, such that
it was perfectly balanced by the number of DD users
on the estimation sample, as Lemmens and Croux [27]
have done. Therefore, a dataset with 616 samples was

generated for model training in which there were 313 IP
card users and 313 direct dialling users. Our empirical
study used the software Matlab. We implemented logit
and the ANN in the statistical and neural network
toolbox of Matlab, respectively, while we programmed
the GMDH methods.

5. Results and discussion
This section applies the new model, based on the
GMDH, to a real-world choice modelling problem
to evaluate its e ectiveness. We primarily look at
the forecasting performance and model interpretation.
Table 2 provides the predictive performance of di erent
models in the empirical study, where the second column
presents the overall hit rate, the third and fourth
columns report Type I and Type II hit rates, and the
fth column gives the MSE.
Table 2 shows that the GMDH provides superior
out-of-sample predictions over the ANN and logit
models. Let us rst consider the hit rate. The
GMDH model achieves the highest overall hit rate of
77.97%, and its Type I and Type II hit rates also
perform the best. Meanwhile, the ANN takes second
place in terms of hit rate, closely followed by the
logit model. One important observation is that the
GMDH demonstrates substantial improvement over the
ANN and logit models in the Type I hit rate: GMDH
has a Type I hit rate of 72.12%, an improvement of
approximately 6.21% over the logit model's 65.91%.
From a managerial perspective, this improvement is
valuable, as the IP card users are the company's target
customers. With respect to the MSE, the GMDH
performs best and yields the smallest MSE of 0.1639,
while the ANN performs slightly worse (0.1783), and
the logit model demonstrates the poorest MSE of
0.1992. In addition the biggest value of AUC is
also achieved by GMDH and is signi cantly better
than the ANN and logit model at a 5% level of
signi cance.
To verify the superior predictive capability of the
GMDH over the ANN and logit models, the paired
t-test was used. We record the hit rate in the test
examples in each realisation of data splitting for every
method. For a 10-time realisation of data splitting,
we obtain 10 hit rates for each method. The paired
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t-test was used to test determine if di erent methods
have equal means of hit rate. As Table 2 shows, the
performance of the GMDH is signi cantly better than
that of the ANN and logit models at a 5% level of
signi cance, in all measures except one. The only
exception is that the ANN demonstrates comparable
performance with the GMDH in the Type II hit rate.
All results verify the good predictive performance of
the GMDH.
In addition to the accurate predictive capability,
model interpretation is another important aspect for
choice modelling. The GMDH model can identify the
important explanatory variables that a ect customer
choice automatically. For example, a model obtained
by GMDH in one of the data splitting is as follows:
y =0:14  Var 1 0:66Var 5 + 0:053  Var 21

+ 0:51  Var 5  Var 15
0:084  Var5  Var 21 + 0:24;

(6)

where the Var 1, Var 5, etc. are explanatory variables,
and their descriptions can be found in Table 1. Table 3
presents the ve important terms selected by the
GMDH model. As evidenced, the new model identi es
two demographic variables; Age and Educational level,
as well as one behavioural variable, Main location of
long-distance call using mobile telephone (Location),
as critical factors in the choice of communication
mode. Table 4 illustrate the distribution of consumers
according to: Age, Educational level and Location,
among the IP card and DD user groups.
In the analysis of the factor Age, this study divides
the respondents into three aggregate age groups: 18
to 34 years of age (young), 35 to 55 years of age
(middle) and 55 years of age and older (old). As Table 4
shows, the IP card users are relatively young. Young

No.
1
2
3
4
5
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consumers comprise 84.03% of the IP card users, thus,
occupying the largest share, whereas the proportion is
only 44.60% for DD users. With respect to Educational
level, this study also divides the respondents into three
aggregate groups: junior middle school and below
(low), high middle school (middle), university and
above (high).
Table 4 also presents the variations among mode
choice as the educational level changes. Consumers
with high educational levels account for nearly half
of the total IP card users (51.75%), while, at the
same time, only one-fourth of the DD users (27.82%)
are among those with high educational levels. This
observation suggests that when the educational level
increases, people tend to use IP cards more often than
DD. Table 4 indicates that the Main location of the long
distance call has a strong relationship with customer
choice. People seem to be more likely to use an IP
card when making long-distance calls from home.
To evaluate whether statistically substantial relationships exist between the three selected variables
and customer mode choice, this study uses two-way
contingency tables. The x2 tests yield p-values of
0.002 and 0.021 for Location and Educational level,
respectively, while the p-value for Age is less than 0.001.
The results indicate we can reject the null hypothesis
that customer mode choice between di erent Ages
(or Educational level or Location) is not signi cantly
di erent at the 5% level of signi cance. In other words,
the results indicate a signi cant relationship between
the three selected variables and customer choice in the
long-distance communication market.
It is also worth noting that there are two nonlinear terms selected by the GMDH (see Table 3)
that account for the interaction e ects between Age
and the other two variables. One can view these
interactions from two di erent perspectives, depending

Table 3. Terms selected by GMDH model.
Term

Age
Educational level
Main location of long-distance call when using mobile telephone
Age*main location of long-distance call when using mobile telephone
Age*sensitivity to the price of long-distance call using mobile telephone

Table 4. The distribution of consumers according to Age, Education and Location.
Age
Education
Location
Young Middle Old
Low Middle High
Not at home At home
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Direct dialling 44.60
44.84
10.55
25.42
46.76
27.82
37.89
62.11
IP card
84.0
12.50
3.47
10.49
37.76
51.75
55.24
44.76
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1
:
1+exp[ (0:52  Var 1 1:46  Var 5 1:77  Var 7+2:17  Var 15 0:94  Var 16 0:75  Var21 0:65  Var 22 + 3:39)]

(7)

Box I
IP card users. The above analysis shows that the
selected terms capture the drivers of mode choice in
the long-distance communication market, thus, proving
a good interpretation from the choice model built
by the GMDH. Meanwhile, ANN cannot select the
input variables directly, and logit only gives a linear
form of the utility function models. For instance, the
model obtained by logit in one of the data splittings
is represented by Eq. (7) shown in Box I. where
the Var 1, Var 5. . . are explanatory variables, whose
descriptions can been found in Table 1.
The model built by the GMDH provides some
valuable implications; for example, Age, Educational
level, Main location of the long-distance call and Price
sensitivity drive customer choice in the long-distance
communication market. The in uence of the two demographic factors (Age and Educational level) supports
the ndings of previous research in communication
demand [28]. Therefore, rms can develop suitable
segmentation strategies based on choice. If the company wants to focus on IP card users, the company
should know that the main consumer segment consists
of young people with high levels of education, that is,
students in universities and colleges.
In general, products are created ahead of existing recognized consumer needs in the telecommunication industry, and product development is based
on customer possible future needs [29]. As a newlyintroduced service, young people with higher levels of
education are usually the rst user group, because they
tend to be aware earlier of the properties of the new
technology. When designing market strategies for this
segment, rms should keep in mind that customers
are price-sensitive and are more likely to use IP cards
to make long-distance calls when they are at home.
However, this does not mean that we should discard
other segments, as marketers can see that some older
people or people with lower levels of education also
use IP cards. With respect to these groups, they
may not be familiar with new technical properties and
the purpose or use of these properties. Therefore,
the company should utilise appropriate advertising
strategies to educate the customers about the use of
new services and their properties.
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Figure 3. Interaction between the e ects of Age and

Location on customer choice.
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Figure 4. The interaction e ect between Age and Price
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on the variable considered. This study analyses the interactions mainly from the perspective of Age. Figure 3
gives the proportion of IP card users, with respect to
the total users in di erent scenarios (combinations of
di erent Age and Location), thus, revealing evidence
of the interaction e ect between Age and Location.
The in uence of Location seems to be much more
signi cant among young people, as they tend to use
IP cards more frequently than people in other age
groups when making long-distance calls from home.
Figure 4 presents the distribution of price sensitive
and non-sensitive IP card users within each age group,
thus, indicating that the factor Age has an interaction
e ect with the price of long-distance calls using mobile
phones. As Figure 4 demonstrates, most young IP
card users are price sensitive, while, among the other
two age groups, price-sensitive users and non-sensitive
users are equally distributed. One possible explanation
for this is that the demands of the young are more
sensitive to the price of the service. The two nonlinear
terms o er more insight into the characteristics of

A

6. Conclusions
This study introduces the GMDH into choice modelling
and puts forward a new method to build a choice
model. The approach is applied to a real-world
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customer choice problem from a telecommunication
company. The empirical results show that the new
method obtains better results than the ANN model
in terms of predictive performance. In addition, the
new method sheds some light on the factors that
determine customer choice and give explicit form to
the choice model, thus, o ering a good explanation of
customer behaviour and helping companies to better
serve their customers. The new method provides a
useful tool for marketing research. In the future, we
will consider using some computational intelligence
technology to optimize the model and improve the
predictive performance. In addition, we plan to build
a new cost-sensitive external criterion to deal with
the issue of class imbalance, instead of the resampling
methods used in this paper.
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